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MINUTES 

Present: Julian German (Cornwall Council), Charmian Larke, Lindsay Southcombe (TREE), 

Chris Jones (Ladock), Andy Stott (Ladock), Mike West, Rob Follett, Robin Curtis, Member from 

Transition Constantine, Sam Gillick, Jeremy Tridgell, Rob Homewood, Lorely Lloyd, Louise 

Allen. 

 

Apologies: Philip Pearce, Richard Hopper, Sarah Newton MP, Neil Farrington, Candy Atherton, 

Chris Smith, Kate Ormrod, Caroline Robinson. 

 

1. Welcome  

CL welcomed everyone to the meeting and thanked the speakers particularly for attending. 

  

2. Councillor Julian German 

Councillor German outlined some of the positive actions that have been taken by Cornwall 

Council including Energyshare, the Cornwall Plan, the Community Energy Forum, the insulation 

of park homes, Glow Cornwall, Energy Switch and the new Enterprise Zone focussed on marine 

energy that includes Falmouth Docks.  

He then discussed neighbourhood plans, using the newly published Roseland Plan as an 

example. The task of balancing the needs of the farming and tourist industries within an AONB 

was discussed with particular emphasis on renewable energy, land-use planning and 

biodiversity. A copy of the plan is available to view at http://www.roselandplan.org/  

Finally he expressed his support for both the solar and CHP projects that FEP are working on 

and said the Council would be interested in opportunities for co-investing. 

There were a number of questions. He confirmed that work was in progress to create an ESCo, 

which would be renewables based. Currently it is being market tested and a decision would be 

taken in the autumn on how to take it forward. He stated that over 100 people had been active 

in developing the Roseland Neighbourhood plan through many sub-committees. He was also 

able to confirm that there was significant local support for 11.1m wind turbines, which would 

be used as evidence for planning. He stated that Rame had been active in calculating their 

energy load and promoting a local energy market through their neighbourhood plan. He 

confirmed that only a handful of Roseland residents worked on the energy plan and reiterated 

the need to invigorate the local community to get support in Falmouth, suggesting the 

involvement of the more creative residents. Finally he reiterated the Council’s support for 

improving the sustainability of county farms and smallholdings and utilising Council-owned 

land for energy or other resilience projects. 

 

3. Lindsay Southcombe – TREE 

Lindsay opened her presentation about Open Green Homes by showing a video of the project 

that inspired them from Bristol Green Doors. Their website can be found at 

http://www.bristolgreendoors.org . There have been two events that have been organised. The 

first featured 7 properties in Truro to show what is possible to improve in older properties and 

what the state of the art is currently in eco-homes. Feedback indicated that although there was 

http://www.roselandplan.org/
http://www.bristolgreendoors.org/


interest there was not much indication of behaviour change. The second event was for a week 

rather than a day and featured 11 properties in Truro and Falmouth which were visited by 39 

people. This time there was more positive feedback about changing behaviour. She stated that 

although it was worthwhile, it was unlikely to be repeated in the same format. External funding 

put pressure on the organisers, so an alternative form of funding by local sponsors would be 

preferable. Thanks are due to this year’s sponsor Wattstor. It was noted that despite the 

smaller numbers, the impact was similar to Bristol. Lindsay noted that St Agnes had done 3 

events which had attracted more people and suggested it might be easier to organise in 

smaller villages. 

 

4. Chris Jones and Andy Stott – Transition Ladock.  

Chris outlined the Low Carbon Ladock project, starting with some facts and figures. Ladock has 

1750 residents and 1200 voters. There are 700 households of which 145 are in fuel poverty. 

£950k is spent on electricity annually. There are 32 PV installations and a wind turbine 

producing about 102,000kWh annually which earns about £20k per year. In contrast there is 

17mW of solar farms in the parish, which are unfortunately German-owned which earn an 

estimated £3m which is not retained. He stated that they had two main tasks going forward – 

to enlarge the thermal imaging project and to professionalise. He confirmed that despite 

enquiries there had been no interaction with social housing organisations Ocean, Devon and 

Cornwall Housing or Cornwall Council. It was noted that Coastline were being proactive in 

Constantine. 

Andy Stott described the thermal imaging project. Having identified that thermography was an 

objective way of showing householders how to save energy, Ladock successfully applied to the 

Parish council for funds to purchase a Flir camera and reporting software costing about £3k. He 

explained that the season was short for using the camera as there had to be a difference of 

more than 10 degrees between the outside and inside temperatures for the process to be 

effective. Reports for 7 properties were done last winter and 8 this winter. It is free of charge 

and he noted that some householders had already acted on the findings. He then showed 

examples of the images. It was noted that Flir produce an alternative camera for £200 that can 

be used with a smartphone and an app. It was agreed that it would be beneficial to share 

expertise and perhaps run a training session with TREE, FEP, Constantine and perhaps St 

Agnes. LL requested that Chris Jones outlined the success of the project to Julian German who 

is interested in supporting this activity further. 

 

This completed the presentations. 

 

5. Chairman’s Report 2015 

CL then formally opened the AGM for FEP with the Chairmans Report. 

 

The last twelve months have seen significant change in FEP as we start our journey towards 

greater action and ambition for energy resilience for the Fal area. 

The loss of Nigel Murray our able Chairman for the past couple of years showed how important 

individuals can be to our success or otherwise. Nigel was severely injured during his low 

carbon journeying when he was knocked off his bicycle.  After a long recovery he then left to 

return to his native New Zealand. We are most grateful for his steady and calm influence 

during the first period of FEP evolution. 

This last year we have been involved in several projects some of which you have already heard 

about from the speakers this evening.  

Firstly the Green Open Homes project was held jointly with TREE and from which we learnt a 

great deal about how to run an event and what extra effort is needed to gain attention in 

today’s busy media environment. There were several really interesting approaches to low 

carbon homes on offer to visitors for the week of the Open Homes project.  We will look to do 

this again, assuming we have volunteers for the preliminary work involved. 

The long running solar club which focuses on the d-i-y end of domestic solar installations has 

not seen much progress this year. With the right input it could be a valuable way forward for 

folk who wish to increase their skills, have time and little money and would like to reduce their 

home running costs.  Two volunteers could make a big difference to the success of this activity. 

Larger scale PV: we are close to finalising a grant application to WRAP for the first stages of 

work to secure 2+MW of larger scale PV on rooftops in the Fal area.  As the subsidy regime is 



drastically reduced we are going to be restricted to roof tops where the building use requires 

large amounts of daytime electricity. Cornwall now has nearly 30% of its electricity demand 

met from local renewables which has an impact on the availability of local grid connections, 

which reinforces the need for roof tops with significant electricity users. This means that 

schools, swimming pools, hotels, manufacturing industry, supermarkets, large offices, food 

processing and storage warehouses are all likely to be suitable locations. Unfortunately it also 

restricts the PV potential for village halls, churches and social facilities.  

Another larger scale project which already has a grant application in process with WRAP is the 

idea of a chp project in the Docks. We are involved with this via the Community Infrastructure 

Group. The aim of this first phase is to investigate the installation of a small power plant in the 

Docks, which would provide heat to some local businesses. CIG are working closely with the 

Council on this and we look forward to developing the ideas and the local benefits over the 

next few months on this one.  It could be a game changer for solving grid issues and showing 

how to dramatically increase local involvement, ownership and benefits to the local community.  

At another level we are progressing the aim of having one or more thermal imaging cameras to 

help householders work their way through the best ways to focus efforts to reduce their energy 

and money wastage on home heating. The aim is to be up and running by next heating season 

with at least three people trained in how to do this. More volunteers please. 

The nature of FEP means that we rely very heavily on volunteer effort at this stage of our 

development.  It is important that we increase the number of people involved. A volunteer can 

do as much or as little as they choose and can be very helpful through focussing on a specific 

project.  The series of projects outlined show how lots of small actions can lead on to big 

things. 

 

6. Election of Officers 

Secretary: Louise Allen. Proposed by Charmian Larke, seconded by Robin Curtis. 

Treasurer (temporary appointment): Robin Curtis. Proposed by Charmian Larke, seconded by 

Rob Homewood. 

Chairman: Charmian Larke. Proposed by Rob Homewood, seconded by Robin Curtis. 

 

7. Suggestions for AOB 

Rob Follett suggested that the website content needed updating and said he would be happy to 

host a meeting to do this. CL agreed that this was overdue and suggested that it should be on 

the agenda for the next general meeting on 6th or 13th June 2016. CL then thanked Rob for all 

his help with the website and his continued support for FEP. 

 

The meeting closed at 9.30. 

 

 

 

Board Members: 

Charmian Larke - Chair <charmian@falenergy.org.uk> 

Caroline Robinson - Treasurer <caroline@falenergy.org.uk>,  

Rob Homewood - Architect <robhomewood@btinternet.com>,  

Robin Curtis - Community Representative <tmconstantine@btinternet.com>,  

Committee Members: 

Louise Allen  - Secretary <louise.allen22@btinternet.com>,  

Lorely Lloyd - Membership Secretary <lorely@falenergy.org.uk> 
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